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Shri Dandayudhapani Ashtakam

Shadadhyayana Shadvakshakaka
Pashupathi Potompumadi
Vamana Vamavataram
Bhujippadumadana

1.

Adi Vinayakasahakara
Jaya Suryanaka
Jaya Lakshmanaka

2.

Nagadrika
Bhagavan Budhanaka
Bhagavan Mahanaka

3.

Anjaneyasahakara
Bhagavan Pradaksinaka
Bhagavan Yajnapaksha

4.

Sri Mahalakshminaka
Bhagavan Janardhakapaka
Bhagavan Chandrahakapaka

5.

Vishwakarma Sahakara
Bhagavan Suryaabhisheka
Bhagavan Chandraabhisheka

6.

Shadadhyayana Shadvakshakaka
Pashupathi Potompumadi
Vamana Vamavataram
Bhujippadumadana
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